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1) Choose 

1- Listen! Cindy (are singing – is singing). 

2- Please be quiet! The baby (is sleeping - sleeping). 

3- Bill (are riding – is riding) his bike. 

4- Lin is (eating – listening) to music. 

5- Oscar is (listening - making) snowman. 

6- what's the  (school – weather)   like? It's windy. 

7- I'm ( eating - eat) chocolate. 

8- She is (run – running) in the park. 

9- They are (riding - swimming) their bikes. 

10- She is running in the (sea – park). 

11- I'm swimming in the  (park – sea). 

12- It's cold! Dad's drinking hot  (dog - chocolate). 

13- They're making a  (snowman - snow) 

14- In the park, we are having  (wash - fun). 

15- Lin is listening (in - to) music. 
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2) Look at the picture and write the missing parts:  

 

 

 

1- she is ………………… to music   2- A) what is the weather like? 

            B) It's …………………  

           

 

 

 

3- They are ………………… T.V .             4- They are …………………… a snow man. 

       

 

5- It is a ………………….…   6- She is …………………………… the dishes. 

 

 

 

7- she is running in the ………………  8- I'm swimming in the ………………  

 

3) Supply the missing letters:-  

 

 

 

Rai __ing    S__nny     h ___t                  Co __ d  

     

2 



 

 

 

sno __ing                Bo __ t        sle __ p    sw __ m  

 

 

         Pa __ k      choc __ late  

 

4- Comprehension   

Dear Mum and Dad,  

It's cold and windy here in Snowdonia , but I'm wearing my jacket and my 

red hat. I'm drinking a hot chocolate. I'm watching Oscar and Eddy. They're 

making a funny snowman! Everyman's having fun here! 

Lots of love, 

Cindy 

Put () or () :  

1- It's hot and sunny.      ( ) 

2- Cindy is wearing a dress.     ( ) 

3- Cindy is wearing a green hat.    ( ) 

4- Oscar and Eddy are making a snowman.  ( ) 

5- Cindy is drinking a cold chocolate.   ( ) 

6- This postcard is to Cindy's uncle.   ( ) 

7- Everyone's having fun.      ( ) 
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